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Abstract may occur in sensor networks, which make multihop com-
munications impossible. To alleviate these problems, mo-

Wireless sensor-actuator networks (WSANs) have re- bile elements, such as mobile sinks [3] or mobile relays [4],
cently been suggested as an enhancement to the conven- have been suggested for collecting data in WSNs. Actua-
tional sensor networks. The powerful and mobile actuators tors, which have much stronger computation and commu-
can patrol along different routes and communicate with the nication power than uni-purpose micro-sensors, have also
static sensor nodes. This work is motivated by applications been introduced [5][6]. In a Wireless Sensor-Actuator Net-
in which the objective is to minimize the data collection time work (WSAN), a mobile actuator can move around to cover
in a stochastic and dynamically changing sensing environ- the sensing field and interact with static sensors. Each static
ment. This is a departure from the previous static and de- sensor has a limited buffer, which stores locally sensed data
terministic mobile element scheduling problems. until some actuator approaches. It can then upload the data

In this paper, we propose PROUD, a probabilistic route to the actuator with short-range communications and free
design algorithm for wireless sensor-actuator networks. its buffer.
PROUD offers delay-minimized routes for actuators and The amount and frequency of data generation in the sen-
adapts well to network dynamics and sensors with non- sors are often non-uniform [7]. For example, the sensors
uniform weights. This is achieved through a probabilistic with higher data generation rate or the locations with higher
visiting scheme along pre-calculated routes. We present a event occurring probability expect more frequent visits.
distributed implementationfor route calculation in PROUD More formally, there is a Route Design Problem (RDP) for
and extend it to accommodate actuators with variable the actuators to minimize their average inter-arrival time to
speeds. We also propose the Multi-Route Improvement and the static sensors. While deterministic algorithms may work
the Task Exchange algorithms for balancing load among for static route calculations, in reality, the weight of sen-
actuators. Simulation results demonstrate that our algo- sors and event frequency are time varying, which call for an
rithms can effectively reduce the overall data collection adaptive algorithm. A distributed and load-balanced imple-
time in wireless sensor-actuator networks. It well adapts mentation is also necessary for a large-scale sensor network
to network dynamics and evenly distributes the energy con- with multiple actuators.
sumption of the actuators.

In this paper, we propose an effective and adaptive al-
gorithm, called Probabilistic Route Design (PROUD) for
route calculation. Our algorithm is based on a probabilis-

1 Introduction tic model, which allows sensors to have shorter expected
waiting times for data uploading if they are assigned with

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been applied in higher weights. Specifically, PROUD constructs a priori
a broad spectrum of applications ranging from environment route that consists of all the sensor locations, while the ac-
monitoring, target tracking, to battlefield surveillance and tuators visit them probabilistically and cyclically according
chemical attack detection [1] [2] . The asymmetric commu- to their weights. It can adapt to network dynamics by updat-
nication patterns from sensors to the sink, however, often ing the visiting probability easily without any re-calculation
overload the sensors close to the sinks and consequently on the priori route. We show that this approach works for
reduce the network lifetime. Moreover, network partitions both small-scale and large-scale sensor-actuator networks,
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and present a distributed implementation. We further intro- A closely related problem to RDP is the vehicle routing
duce enhancements to accommodate actuators with variable problem (VRP), which considers scheduling vehicles sta-
speeds, which works for applications that demand bounded tioned at a central facility to support customers with known
inter-arrival times. Finally, we devise a Multi-Route Im- demands, targeting at minimizing the total distance trav-
provement and a Task Exchange algorithm that enables load elled [14]. There are a number of variations to VRP, in-
balancing. Our simulation results show that the proposed cluding the Capacitated VRP (CPRV)[15] and VRP with
algorithm can effectively reduce the overall data collection time windows (VRPTW)[16]. While these investigations
time and evenly distribute the energy consumption among have studied the routes of mobile components, the unique
the actuators. features of the actuators and the heterogeneous sensor net-

The remainder of the paper is organized as follow: The works have yet to be explored.
related work is presented in Section II, followed by an
overview of the route design problem in Section III. The 3 Overview of The Route Design Problem
proposed algorithm, PROUD, is described in Section IV,
and a distributed implementation is shown in Section V.
In Section VI, we discuss possible enhancements for inte- In this sto we desib netm
grating actuators with variable speeds and balancing their
workloads. Simulation results are presented in Section VII.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper. 3.1 Network Model

2 Related Work We consider a Wireless Sensor-Actuator Network
(WSAN) consisting of M mobile actuators and N static
sensors. Each of the sensors and actuators is equipped with

Mobile elements have been proposed to carry data in a wireless transceiver. The actuators move in the sens-
wireless networks. Shah et al. [8] presented an architec- ing field along independent routes, at constant or variable
ture using moving entities (data mules) to collect sensor speeds. Each static sensor has a limited buffer to accommo-
data. There have also been studies on mobile sinks with date locally sensed data. When an actuator approaches, the
predictable and controllable movement patterns [9] [10], and sensor can upload the data to the actuator and free its buffer.
the optimal time schedule for locating sojourn points [3]. We also assume that the sensors have different weights, ac-
Apart from the above, Zhao et al. [11] proposed a mes- cording to their data generation rates or event frequencies.
sage ferrying (MF) approach to address the network parti- Intuitively, sensors with higher weights expect shorter aver-
tion problem in sparse ad hoc networks. Luo et al. [4] inves- age actuator inter-arrival times. The weight of sensors may
tigated a joint mobility and routing algorithm with mobile change dynamically according to the varying data genera-
relays to prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. tion rate and event frequency in the network.
Gu et al. [12] proposed a partitioning-based algorithm to
schedule the movement of mobile element (ME) to avoid 3.2 The Route Design Problem
buffer overflow in sensors and reduce the minimum required
ME speed. Their solution was customized for an "eyes" We consider the design of routes for multiple actuators
topology, where the events are concentrated at certain loca- in WSANs, and the objective is to minimize the waiting
tions. Solutions for sensor networks with general uniform

time for the sensors to upload data to the actuators. Specif-distribution were left to be explored. Bisnik et al. [13] stud-
ied the problem of providing quality coverage using mobile icarry,aw try tominimize the wefiged av,.,. l~~nter-arrival time to sensors, which iS defined as
sensors and analyzed the effect of controlled mobility on the
fraction of events captured. Their focus is not on the route Minimize 3 Ai * wi * Ni, (1)
design problem. Vi

Our work is motivated by the above investigations. The
key difference is that we focus on adaptive and distributed where Ai and Ni are the actuator inter-arrival time and the
route design for multiple mobile components in WSANs, total number of sensors with weight wi. We consider peri-
specifically, actuators moving along independent routes. odical routes, i.e., each actuator visits along a route cycli-
Our objective is to minimize the average actuator inter- cally. It is easy to show that this periodic route design min-
arrival time in dynamically changing environment. We also imized the expected inter-arrival time if the route is opti-
address issues regarding the non-unform weights of the mized.
static sensors. This is different from the previous mobile Figure 1 illustrates two examples of route design in a sin-
element scheduling problems where one seeks to minimize gle actuator case. The set of black nodes Sb and white nodes
the waiting time in a static and deterministic environment. Sw have weights of Wb =1.0 and Ww 0.5 respectively.
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,&3, 12 cute the algorithm. We then extend it to a distributed imple-
mentation in the next section.

2,11 4,0~1613

4.1 Small-Scale Network
110 9

* W=1.0 51: 17
W05Actuator6W=05 -kbSor A 6 18 4.1.1 Forming a Priori Route

(a) (b)
A priori route is formed by constructing a TSP path which
contains all locations to be visited. Many polynomial-time

Figure 1. Two examples of route design. approximation algorithms have been proposed for the NP-
hard TSP problem [18] [19] [20]. We adopt the well-known
Approx-TSP-Tour algorithm [20] here for its low cost and

Let Ab and AW be teeactuator inter-arrival time of all black bounded performance. This algorithm first creates a mini-
and white nodes. We expect the inter-arrival time of Sb to mum spanning tree (MST) whose weight is a lower bound
be half of Sw, such that AWi= 2 * Ab. The periodic route on the length of an optimal traveling-salesman tour. It then
of the actuator iS marked with numbers which indicate the creates a tour based on the MST, and the cost of that tour is
visiting sequence. In this simple example, we assume that not more athanwice of the optimal. TheMST can be created
actuators move at a constant speed. In Figure 1(a), the actu- no mial-time, e prim's aoT [20].
ator would visit the black nodes twice and the white nodes
once every cycle. The average inter-arrival time of white
nodes is thus, 4.1.2 Visiting Sensors Probabilistically

2~TSP(Sb)~ ~TSP(SW)~ ~~Sw~ Sb ~ ~We then apply a probabilistic visiting model, in which ac-

(2) tuators visit the sensors on the priori route in sequence, but
v selectively. Let 3i, s2,,2., si, si+±,...,s, be the sequence of

where TSP(Sb) is length of the shortest path in the trav- sensor locations along the priori route. After visiting lo-
eling salesman problem (TSP) that contains the set of nodes cation si, the actuator determines whether to visit si+l by
Sb, l Sb, Sw 1 is the closest distance between the set Sw and generating a random number between 0.0 and 1.0. If the
Sb, and v is the moving speed of the actuator. Note that the random number is smaller than the visiting probability of
TSP itself is an NP-complete problem, but there are many si+±, i.e., Pi+±, then it visits si+l in the next step. If not,
approximation algorithms available [17]. the actuator skips si+l and determines whether to visit the

Figure 1(b) shows a more complicated example with one next location Si+2. This process repeats in every cycle.
actuator. Again, it is easy to see that the route design prob- Intuitively, the sensors with higher weights should be
lem is NP-hard even in this single actuator case, so will be assigned with a higher probability, such that they are vis-
the multi-actuator case. ited more frequently. Hence, we set the visiting probability

pi of a location i to be wi, where wi is the (normalized)
4 The Probabilistic Route Design (PROUD) weight of the sensors. Figure 2 shows an example of prob-

Algorithm abilistic route design with two types of sensor nodes. The
black nodes have visiting probability 1.0, which indicates

We now describe thepobablisthat they will be visited in every cycle. On the other hand,We now descrie the robablisticroute esign each white node iS visited only with a probability 0.5 in ev-
(PROUD). In this algorithm, a priori route is calculated at y y

the very bgni.Tethsnosery cycle. The variance of the actuator inter-arrival time can

ruthevrybbining.'Then the sotraeivisi aongith be further reduced by visiting the sensors constantly accord-route probablisticallya g th weihtF in ing to their probability. For instance, a white node can be
stance, sensors with a visiting probability 1.0 visited once and then skipped once by an actuator periodi-
every cycle, while sensors with a visiting probability 0.5 1
only have half chance to be visited in each cycle. In this cally.
scheme, an actuator can easily update the visiting proba-
bility of the sensors based on its observed data generation 4.1.3 Allocating the Actuators
rate or event frequency. In other words, the priori route can
be re-used without re-calculation when adapting to network For a small network, the actuators can be placed evenly on
dynamics. the priori route during initialization. The actuators then

In the following, we first give a centralized design that work along the priori route and visit the sensor locations
depends on one of the actuators or the base station to exe- probabilistically according to the weights.
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0.5 1. 1.0 w(e)/w(m) > 6, where w(e) is the length of edge e. By
X~ 7-doing this, the sensors which are geographically far apart

1.0 0.5 0.5 will be involved in different sub-trees, and later, distinct
routes. Note that d is set to ensure the number of clusters is

0.504 1.0 smaller than the number of actuators.
1.0

* W=1.o Algorithm 1 Clustering the sensors
X W=0.5 Actuator Function Cluster(MST(S))

Find the edge m with the median length;
Find the longest edge e;

Figure 2. Visiting nodes probabilistically ac- if w(e)/w(m) > 6 then
cording to their weights. delete edge e;

Cluster(MST(Si ));
Cluster(M ST(S2));

end if
The expected route length with probabilistic visiting can

be calculated as

n-2 n 4.2.2 Forming Priori Routes and Visiting Sensors
E[R] S S i, i+r *pi *pi+,r+±1lk= (I Pi+k), (3) Probabilistically

r=O i=1 After clustering the sensors, the probabilistic route design

where 1, n is a sequence of nodes on the route R of ac- algorithm can be applied in each cluster following the sim-

tuator, 1li, j is the distance between t and , and pi is the ple case in a small-scale network.
visiting probability of i. Note that E[R] depends not only 4.2.3 Allocating the Actuators
on the visiting probability, but also on the network topology.
For instance, an actuator may have to visit several sensor Multiple routes are formed from the above. They may have
nodes before visiting a particular one if these nodes are all different expected route lengths due to the various sensor
arranged on the same line. locations and visiting probabilities in the clusters. The un-

For a sensor i with a visiting probability pi, its average even expected route lengths may cause unequal inter-arrival
actuator inter-arrival time Ai is thus times for the sensors with the same weight. To address this

E [R] problem we can allocate different number of actuators to
Ai = , (4) the routes. Intuitively, routes with longer expected lengths

Pi * v * M should be allocated with more actuators. This is illustrated

where v is the moving speed of the actuators. in Algorithm 2, where NR is the total number of routes,
In a dynamic environment, the visiting probability of the remaina is the number of remaining unassigned actuators,

sensors can be updated according to their data generation and nj is the number of actuators assigned to route Rj.
rate or event frequency, but the route does not have to be
recacuatd oreah ndviua cane Algorithm 2 Actuator allocation for distinct routesre-calculated for each individual change.foj=ItoNd folr j 1L to NR do

nj =1;

4.2 Large-Scale Network with Partitions end for
remaina, M - NR;-
while remaina > 0 do

In large-scale sensor networks, network partitions may Find the maximum E[R1];
happen, which divide the sensors into different clusters. In E[R1] = E[R*] rni/(nm + 1);
this case, actuators sharing the same route may not be as nj ++
efficient as walking on distinct routes. Sensors in differ- remaina-;
ent clusters should be visited by actuators on independent end while
routes to minimize the inter-arrival time.

4.2.1 Forming Clusters 5 Distributed Implementation
We use a simple algorithm for clustering the sensors, For large network, it can be difficult for a single node to
as shown in Algorithm 1. It divides an MST into two collect the information and execute the route design algo-
sub-trees by removing its longest edge e, provided that rithm in a centralized manner. In this section, we present a
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practical distributed implementation for PROUD, in which itself to any unassigned clusters in its area. If the associ-
sensors and actuators form clusters by constructing MSTs ated cluster is crossing two or more areas, the actuator has
cooperatively, then the actuators construct the priori routes to inform the actuators in those areas. It is possible that
by traversing the MSTs independently. the number of clusters is greater than the number of actua-

tors. The unassigned clusters can be connected with some
5.1 Forming R-clusters assigned clusters to ensure they are served by at least one

actuator. On the contrary, a remaining actuator can asso-
First, the sensors construct MSTs locally by commu- ciate itself with a nearby cluster with the highest cost. If

nicating with their neighbors. Given the communication multiple actuators are serving one cluster, they can divide it
range of sensors is Rs, the weight of each edge e in the MST equally and serve the sensors involved independently.
must be smaller than or equal to R,; that is, w (e) < Rs. We Finally, a priori route is computed by the actuator in each
refer to such an MST as an R-Cluster, RC(V, E), which cluster using the Approx-TSP-Tour algorithm [20].
includes all the sensors that are within Rs to some sen-
sors in RC(V, E). The cost of the R-cluster is denoted by Algorithm 4 Allocating actuators to clusters
Cost(RC), which is the sum of w(e), Ve C E. It will be Function Allocate-Actuator (Actuator A)
stored by the sensors in RC(V, E). There are many existing if El unassigned Ci in A's area then
distributed algorithms for forming an MST [21] [22], and we A associates with any Ci;
apply a fast algorithm from [23] for this purpose. if Ci* across other areas X then

A alerts the actuators in X;
5.2 Connecting R-clusters end if

for V remaining unassigned Ci do
An R-cluster forest is formed by the sensors as above. Find closest assigned cluster C' to Ci;

These R-clusters can be connected together to form MSTs Connect-Cluster(Ci,C)
that contain more sensor locations. We divide the network end for
into M sub-areas, each of which is explored by one ac- else
tuator. Each actuator looks for the R-clusters in its area Find C* with the highest cost in neighboring areas;

A associates with C*and connects them if they are within a certain distance, say D iaieC with o ct o
RC, RC2 <6 Then, a newcluster is fomed with cos

Divide C* equally with other associated actuators;RC, RC2 K<d. Then, a new cluster iS formed with cost end if
Cost(RC,) + Cost(RC2) + RC1, RC2 .

Similarly, the actuators also connect their R-
clusters/clusters with those in their neighboring areas.
Algorithm 3 shows how two actuators Al and A2 connect 6 Enhancements to PROUD
their R-clusters RC1 and RC2, where BD is the boundary
of the two corresponding areas. In this section, we discuss the integration of actuators

with variable speeds and also show two enhancements forAlgorithm 3 Connecting the R-Clusterslodbanigmngcttrs
Function Connect-Cluster(RCi (V, E1), RC2(V2, E2))
if( RC1, BD < d) and( RC2, BD < d) then

Actuators A1 and A2 exchange locations close to BD; 6.1 Actuators with Variable Speeds
Find the shortest edge e that connects RfC1 and RC2;
if e < o then So far we have considered actuators with constant speeds
Form new cluster C.,,, (V E); only. Actuators with variable speeds however could achieve
V VIU v2; even shorter inter-arrival time for heterogeneous networks.

Cost(CE=ElU) = Cost(RCi) + Cost(RC2) ± w(e); Let oi be the expected average actuator inter-arrival time
en=Cdif for the sensors with weight wi. For simplicity, we assume

end if the visiting probability P1 of the sensors with the shortest
expected average actuator inter-arrival time ol to be 1. The
visiting probability of the remaining sensors with the ex-

5.3 Allocating Actuators pected average actuator inter-arrival time, say oi, can be
calculated by ol /oi. The visiting probability to sensors can

Actuators are then allocated to the clusters, such that be updated adaptively by the actuators according to the dy-
each cluster is assigned to at least one actuator and no clus- namic change of the expected average actuator inter-arrival
ters are unassigned. This can be achieved by running Al- time. By adjusting the speeds of the actuators, we can en-
gorithm 4 by individual actuators. Each actuator associates sure sensors with the same visiting probability can achieve
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similar inter-arrival times, even they are visited by different a1 . 'AW= 0.1A
actuators on distinct routes. -a. 0 1 0 7

Assume that node i on Rj has a probability pi of being 0.3 9 -:
visited by actuator j every cycle. Its average actuator inter- 0.8 C'__ 0.7 ,1 .0
arrival time Ai can be calculated as

(a) (b)
Ai = E[Rj]l(pi * vj), (5)

where vj is the moving speed of actuator j.
Since Ai must be shorter than oi, Figure 3. Routes involve (a) different amount

of sensors (b) sensors with different weights.
vj . E[Rj]/(pi * oi). (6)

Without loss of generality, vj can be determined easily by
assuming pi = 1, that is, vj > E [Rj]l/o. walking on two distinct routes with unequal lengths (see

Figure 3) achieve better performance than those on routes
6.2 Load Balancing in Route Design with identical lengths. It may happen in a network that in-

volves clusters with different sizes or weights. It is unfavor-
For mobile actuators, since its energy consumption is able to enforce load-balancing by equalizing the lengths of

also increasing with its speed [24], the unequal moving the two routes as it will increase the lengths of both routes.
speeds might cause imbalanced energy consumption. To In this scenario, load balancing among the actuators can
tackle this problem, we propose two algorithms to balance be achieved by exchanging their routes. Intuitively, an over-
the workload of the actuators, while guaranteeing the routes loaded actuator may exchange its route with another actu-
designed are energy-efficient. ator traveling at a lower speed. More formally, we define

EnergyAl and EnergyA2 to be the remaining energy of ac-

6.2.1 Multi-Route Improvement Algorithm tuator Al and A2, and v1 and v2 to be the minimum actuator
speeds on routes RI and R2. A task exchange algorithm is

Since the actuator on a route with a longer expected length executed when one of the actuator Al has less remaining
consumes more energy, the loads of actuators can be bal- energy than the other actuator A2, but it is required with a
anced by forming routes with identical expected lengths. A higher moving speed. As shown in Algorithm 5, tasks of
loaded actuator may assign some of its sensor locations to the two actuators are exchanged by swapping their routes.
its neighboring actuator with the minimum expected route
length. Algorithm 5 Task exchanges among actuators

Consider two routes R1 and R2 involved in multi-route if (EnergyAl <<EergyA2)and(vl >> v2) then
improvement. Their new expected route lengths become Al moves to R2;
ideal if E[RI] = E[R'] = (E[R1] + E[R2])/2. In other A2 moves to Ri;
words, R1 should transfer a length of (E[R1] - E[R2])/2 end if
to R2. Although sensor locations can be transferred one by
one from RI to R2, until the expected lengths of the two
routes become equal, but this kind of node-by-node consid- 7 Performance Evaluation
eration is inefficient. Therefore, we provide an approxima-
tion method to find the proportion of sensor locations ( to We have conducted extensive simulations for our pro-
be transferred from MST1 to MST2: posed route design algorithms with multiple actuators. The

cost(s) _ (E[Rj] - E[R2] )/2 simulation settings are summarized in Table 1, which are

cost(MST() (
E[Rj] (7) drawn from existing works [6] [25] [26].

where cost(s) and cost(MSTi) represent the costs of the 7.1 Average Actuator Inter-Arrival Time
minimum spanning trees that contain the sensor locations in
( and R1, respectively. In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the average

actuator inter-arrival time Aavg with various kinds of sen-

6.2.2 Task Exchange Algorithm sor distributions. Note that the average inter-arrival distance
Davg is shown in our results, instead of the exact Aavg.

In certain scenarios, it is more energy efficient for one actu- Given the moving speed v for a specific actuator hardware,
ator to take up more load than another in the overall energy the average inter-arrival time of actuator Aavg can be read-
consumption point of view. For example, the two actuators ily calculated as Davg/v.
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Figure 4. Actuator inter-arrival time under (a) uniform random (b) cluster-based uniform (c) cluster-
based non-uniform sensor distribzution.

Table 1.Smulation arametersspectively. The results of PROUD, PBS, and BELP-21) are
shown for comparisons.

Sensor distribution Uniform random or Cluster- The experimental results demonstrate that PROUD,
based uniform or Cluster-based PBS, and BELP-2D have comparable inter-arrival distance
non-uniform D for sensors with wi = 1. Both PROUD and PBS dif-

No. of sensors (N) 100 avg
Weight of sensors (W) 00-1.0 ferentiate the actuator inter-arrival times according to the
-No. o actuators * weights of sensors. Sensors with higher weights achieve
Speed of actuators v
Radio range __4_0_m___ shorter inter-arrival distances Davg and hence shorter inter-
MAC layer IEEE 802.11 arrival times Aavg. However, the Davg of PBS is impracti-

cally long for most lower weighted sensors. PBS does not
work well here as the locations of bins are widely spread.

On the other hand, BELP-2D achieves constantly low
We compare our results with that of two state-of-the- Davg forhasens , though1i doeseo dfntiant the

art algorithms: the partitioning based scheduling algorithm iarrival tes,athall.Tuhi is bes .theroutin BeL
(PBS) [12] and the bounded event loss probability (BELP- iste shrest athThat cs allthe sen Lo-
2D) algorithm in the 2D case [13]. The PBS algorithm par- ti. the less PROUD is still tae sensorl
titions all nodes into several groups (called bins) and forms ntwors withderent is Recllm thate minimu
a schedule that concatenates them, such that buffer over- required ming speed ofithtu.ators is dtheminebym
flow can be avoided in sensors with different data genera- in both PROUD and BELP-2D. Since theAsdvg of sensors
tion rates. The BELP-2D algorithm deals with the bounded ith PROUD isLower thn thAtviBELP-2D,rb
event loss problem in a 2D space, which ensures that time A .
elapsed between two consecutive visits is less than a crit- iavg Davg/v, the minimum required speed of actuators

lnPROUD iS actually lower than that in BELP-2D.
ical time. It uses the solutions of the Traveling Salesman
Problem with Neighborhoods (TSPN) to find routes. To
achieve a fair comparison, we adapt the Approx-TSP-Tour 7 C
algorithm [20] to approximate the TSP paths in all the three We next evaluate our algorithm under cluster-based sensor
algorithms. distribution. Specifically, we place the sensors into three

clusters and generate the weights of sensors uniformly and
7.1.1 Uniform Random Sensor Distribution randomly in this experiment.

Similarly, Figure 4(b) shows the average actuator inter-
Figure 4(a) shows the average inter-arrival distance Davg arrival distance Davg of the three algorithms. Under this
for an actuator to visit the sensors periodically under uni- cluster-based sensor deployment, PROUD achieves shorter
form random sensor distribution with N =100 and M =5. Davg than both BELP-2D and PBS algorithms for sensors
It evaluates distances Davg to the sensors with weights in with high and median weights. PROUD is able to differen-
the ranges 0.0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6, 0.6-0.8, and 0.8-1.0, re- tiate the sensor visiting frequency and provide the short-
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est Davg to highly weighted sensors, which satisfies our 10
main objective. An interesting observation is that the Davg 9

under cluster-based sensor deployment is generally shorter 8
than that under uniform random deployment in all the al- 77
gorithms. The reason is that the sensors are more concen- 66
trated under cluster-based deployment, so they have shorter 0 5
Euclidean distances, which leads to shorter routes. 1

E ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Actuator2

7.1.3 Cluster-Based Non-Uniform Sensor Distribution I Actuator2with Routemprovementp x

We further evaluate our algorithm under a cluster-based and 1

non-uniform sensor distribution. Apart from deploying the °l 02034056078091011031010
sensors into three clusters, we also put the sensors with sim- Time (min)
ilar weights into one cluster here. The weights of the sen-
sors in the three clusters fall in the ranges 0-0.33, 0.33-0.66,
and 0.66-1.0, respectively. Figure 5. Speed of actuators with multi-route

Again, Figure 4(c) shows the results for the same net- improvement.
work with M = 5. We observe that PROUD performs
generally better than BELP-2D. It achieves relatively short
Davg for sensors with high and median weights. Again, it cluster-based distribution. Again, Clusters I, II, and III are
differentiates the Davg, and hence Aavg, among sensors ac- formed, which involve sensors with low, medium, and high
cording to their weights. PROUD also achieves comparable weights, respectively.
Davg with PBS for wi 1 and much lower Davg for all the Figure 6 shows that the actuators without task exchange
remaining sensors. have significantly different energy consumptions. Particu-

Overall, PROUD performs generally better than BELP- larly, Actuator 1 and Actuator 5 have a significantly dif-
2D and PBS under various sensor and weight distributions. ferent energy consumption (lower and higher, respectively)
It always achieves shorter Davg than BELP-2D for highly than the others. Cluster III is assigned with three actua-
weighted sensors, and much shorter Davg than PBS for tors (Actuators 2,3,4) due to the high weights of its sensors,
most sensors in all cases. while Clusters I and II are both assigned with only 1 ac-

tuator. Since Cluster II has a longer expected route length
7.2 Multi-Route Improvement than Cluster I, its actuator (Actuator 5) will move faster and

consume energy more quickly. With the task exchange al-
We next evaluate the performance ofPROUD with multi- gorithm, Actuator 1 and Actuator 5 walk on the routes of

route improvement in this experiment. A network with 100 Clusters I and II interchangeably to balance their workloads,
sensors is deployed with uniform random distribution, to- hence, achieve comparable energy consumptions.
gether with two actuators. The actuators are assigned to
two sub-areas at initialization and form distinct routes sep- 8 Conclusion
arately. Since the weights of sensors change dynamically,
the two actuators have to update their routes accordingly. In this paper, we focused on wireless sensor networks
We let the actuators update their routes every 10 mins. with multiple actuators and their route design. We pro-

The speeds of the actuators with and without multi-route posed an adaptive Probabilistic Route Design (PROUD) al-
improvement are compared. Figure 5 shows that the two ac- gorithm, which aims at minimizing the overall inter-arrival
tuators with multi-route improvement walk at closer speeds time of actuators with non-uniform sensor weights in a dy-
than that without. It is clear that the multi-route improve- namically changing environment. It constitutes a signifi-
ment balances the expected lengths of the two routes and cant departure from traditional static and deterministic mo-
reduces the speed difference effectively. This translates into bile element scheduling. In PROUD, sensors are visited
a balanced energy consumption. by actuators probabilistically along a priori route. Sensors

with higher weights are visited with higher probabilities,
7.3 Task Exchange Among Actuators enabling shorter actuator inter-arrival times. Most impor-

tantly, the visiting frequency to sensors can be updated eas-
Finally, we evaluate the task exchange algorithm and fo- ily by adjusting their visiting probability without compli-

cus on the energy consumptions of actuators directly. We cated route re-calculations. We studied the proposed al-
consider a network with M =5 and N =100 under gorithm for actuators with constant velocity in both small-
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